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THE r-ELSV FORMULA VIA LOCALISATION ON THE MODULI
SPACE OF STABLE MAPS WITH DIVISIBLE RAMIFICATION
OLIVER LEIGH
Abstract. The moduli space of stable maps with divisible ramification uses
r-th roots of a canonical ramification section to parametrise stable maps whose
ramification orders are divisible by a fixed integer r. In this article, a virtual
fundamental class is constructed while letting domain curves have a positive
genus; hence removing the restriction of the domain curves being genus zero.
We apply the techniques of virtual localisation and obtain the r-ELSV formula
as an intersection of the virtual class with a pullback via the branch morphism.
Introduction
For a smooth curve X, the moduli space of stable maps with divisible ramification
was introduced in [Le1] as a natural compactification of the sub-moduli space
M1/rg (X, d) =
{ [
f : C → X] ∈Mg(X, d) ∣∣∣ Rf = r ·D for some D ∈ Div(C) }/ ∼
of Mg(X, d) where Rf denotes the ramification divisor of f .
The compactification of [Le1] agrees with the extended concept of ramification for
stable maps introduced in [FP] and [GV1]. This extended concept is based on
the observation that, for smooth curves, the ramification divisor arises from the
differential map df : f∗ΩX → ΩC . When the domains are nodal, the differential
map can be combined with the natural morphism ΩC → ωC to obtain a morphism
δ : OC −→ ωC ⊗ f∗ω∨X .(1)
The extended concept of ramification is determined by δ and it is shown in [Le1]
that the concept of divisibility of ramification order by r is equivalent to requiring
r-th roots of δ.
In order to control the r-th roots, it is convenient to consider a moduli space with
slightly more information. Hence, following [Le1], we will refer to the following
moduli space as the moduli space of stable maps with divisible ramification.
Definition 1 For g ≥ 0 and d > 0 denote by M1/rg (X, d) the moduli stack that
parameterises (f : C → X, L, e : L⊗r ∼→ ωC ⊗ f∗ω∨X , σ : OC → L) where:
(i) C is a r-prestable curve of genus g (a stack such that the coarse space C
is a prestable curve of genus g, where points corresponding to nodes of C
are balanced r-orbifold points, and Csm ∼= Csm).
(ii) f is a morphism such that the induced morphism f : C → X on the coarse
space is a stable map parametrised by Mg(X, d).
(iii) L is a line bundle on C and e : L⊗r ∼→ ωC ⊗ f∗ω∨X is an isomorphism.
(iv) σ : OC → L is a section such that e(σr) = δ, where δ is defined in (1).
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2 OLIVER LEIGH
Remark 1 This article will be primarily concerned with the relative version of the
space from definition 1. We denote this by M1/rg (X,λ) where λ is an ordered par-
tition. However, we will leave the technicalities of the relative version until section 1.
M1/rg (X,λ) is a proper Deligne-Mumford stack which is non-empty only when r
divides 2g− 2 + l(λ) + |λ|(1− 2gX) [Le1, Thm. A]. The morphism to the “normal”
moduli space of stable maps (i.e. forget the r-th root and r-twisted structures),
M1/rg (X,λ) −→Mg(X,λ),(2)
is both flat and of relative dimension 0 onto its image.
The moduli space M1/rg (X,λ) is often not equidimensional and requires a virtual
fundamental class to perform intersection theory. Also, in the case when X = P1
the natural C∗-action on P1 induces an action on the moduli space. A virtual class
in the C∗-equivariant setting is a powerful computational tool. In [Le1] a virtual
class is constructed for the case g = 0. The following theorem extends this result
to the equivariant setting and to include the case when g > 0.
Theorem A M1/rg (P1, λ) has a natural C∗-equivariant perfect obstruction theory
giving a virtual fundamental class of dimension 1r (2g − 2 + l(λ) + |λ|).
For the rest of the introduction we set m := m(P1, g, λ) := 1r (2g − 2 + l(λ) + |λ|).
It is shown in [Le1] that there is a natural morphism of stacks
br :M1/rg (P1, λ) −→ SymmP1
which is compatible with the branch morphism br of [FP] via the r-th diagonal
morphism ∆ which is defined by
∑
i xi 7→
∑
i rxi:
M1/rg (P1, λ) br //

SymmP1
∆
Mg(P1, λ) br // SymrmP1
Specifically, br takes a moduli point to its branch divisor divided by r.
The methods of [Ko, GV2] give an explicit description of the C∗-fixed loci of
Mg(P1, λ). Furthermore, we will identify the C∗-fixed loci of M1/rg (P1, λ) as pull-
backs of the C∗-fixed loci of Mg(P1, λ) via the forgetful morphism of (2).
The C∗-fixed loci ofM1/rg (P1, λ) can be characterised by their image under br. Fol-
lowing [GV2] we call the fixed loci corresponding to the point [m · (0)] ∈ SymmP1
the simple fixed locus and denote this locus by F. This contains the C∗-fixed maps
where there is no degeneration of the target at ∞.
Theorem B The virtual localisation formula of [GP, CKL] can be applied to
M1/rg (P1, λ). The simple fixed locus F is smooth of dimension 3g − 3 + l(λ) and
there is a morphism of degree (λ1 · · ·λl(λ))−1 to the moduli space of r-spin curves
b : F −→M
1
r ,a
g,l(λ)
where a = (a1, . . . , al(λ)) is a vector of reverse remainders with ai ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}
defined by λi =
⌊
λi
r
⌋
r + (r − 1− ai).
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Moreover, the contribution to the localisation formula of
[M1/rg (P1, λ)]vir by the
virtual normal bundle of the simple fixed locus is:
1
e
(
NvirF
) = rl+2g−2
 l∏
i=1
λi
(
λi
r
)⌊λi
r
⌋
⌊
λi
r
⌋
!
 c rt (− b∗Rρ∗L)∏l
i=1
(
1− λit b∗ψi
) ( t
r
)3g−3+l−m
where ρ and L are the universal curve and r-th root of M1/r,ag,l , while l := l(λ) and
t is the generator of the C∗-equivariant Chow ring of a point.
We can use the branch-type morphism and the virtual fundamental class to define
the following natural Hurwitz-type formula
Hrg,λ :=
∫[
M1/rg (P1,λ)
]vir br∗[ p1 + · · ·+ pm]
where m = 1r (2g− 2 + l(λ) + |λ|) and pi ∈ P1. We can choose an equivariant lift of
the class [ p1 + · · ·+pm] that corresponds to the point [m ·(0)] ∈ SymmP1. With this
choice the class br∗[ p1 + · · ·+ pm] will vanish on the non-simple fixed loci. Hence
we can apply the localisation formula of theorem B. Taking the non-equivariant
limit of the resulting intersection gives the following formula.
Theorem C There is an equality
Hrg,λ = m! r
m+l+2g−2
 l∏
i=1
(
λi
r
)bλir c
bλir c!
 ∫
M
1
r
,a
g,l
c(−Rρ∗L)∏l
j=1(1− λir ψj)
where ρ and L are the universal curve and r-th root ofM
1
r ,a
g,l , while a = (a1, . . . , al)
is a vector with ai ∈ {0, . . . , r−1} defined by λi =
⌊
λi
r
⌋
r+(r−1−ai) and l = l(λ).
The intersection formula in theorem C is known as the r-ELSV formula. It appeared
in [SSZ] as a conjecture relating to the stationary Gromov-Witten theory of P1
(r!)m
∫ [
Mg,m(P1,λ)
]vir ψr1ev∗1[pt] · · ·ψrmev∗m[pt](3)
= m! rm+l+2g−2
 l∏
i=1
(
λi
r
)bλir c
bλir c!
 ∫
M
1
r
,a
g,l(λ)
c(−Rρ∗L)∏l
j=1(1− λir ψj)
.
This formula has since been proved using the methods of Chekhov-Eynard-Orantin
topological recursion in [BKLPS, DKPS]. In fact, the proof in [DKPS] is for a
generalised version, conjectured in [KLPS], involving a q-orbifold P1. A version of
this formula for one-part double Hurwitz numbers was recently considered in [DL].
In the sequel to this article [Le2] we will provide a geometric proof of the equality
from (3) using the methods of degenerated targets from [Li2] and the Gromov-
Witten/Hurwitz correspondence from [OP].
Notation Unless otherwise stated, the following notation will be used in this article:
• All stacks, schemes and varieties are over C.
• X is a smooth one dimensional variety.
• λ is an ordered partition with length l := l(λ) and |λ| > 0.
• m := m(X, g, λ) := 1r (2g − 2 + l + |λ|(1− 2gX)).
• If a ∈ Z≥0 then
〈
a
r
〉
is the remainder after dividing a by r (i.e. a =
⌊
a
r
⌋
r+
〈
a
r
〉
).
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1. Background
1.1. Review of the Moduli Space of Relative Stable Maps. Let λ be an
ordered partition and fix x ∈ X. Relative stable maps parameterise maps where
the pre-image of x lies in the smooth locus of C and where the map has monodromy
above x locally given by λ. To obtain a proper space we follow [Li1] and allow the
target to degenerate in a controlled manner by allowing X to sprout a chain of P1’s.
1.1.1 (Degenerated Targets and Relative Stable maps). For a smooth curve X, we
can define the i-th degeneration X[i] inductively from X[0] := X by:
(i) X[i+ 1] is given by the union X[i] ∪ P1 meeting at a node Ni+1.
(ii) The node N1 is at x ∈ X. For i > 0 the node Ni+1 is in the ith component
of X[i+ 1], i.e. the node is not in X[i− 1] ⊂ X[i+ 1].
Then a degenerated target is a pair (T, t) where T = X[i] for some i ≥ 0 and t is a
geometric point in the smooth locus of ith component of T .
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A genus g stable map to X relative to (λ, x) is given by(
h : C −→ T, p : T −→ X, q1, . . . , ql, t
)
where (C, qi) is a l-marked genus g prestable curve, (T, t) is a degenerated target,
h is a morphism sending qi to t and p is a morphism sending t to x such that:
(i) There is an equality of divisors on C given by h−1(t) =
∑
λiqi.
(ii) We have p|X is an isomorphism and p|T\X : T \X → {x} is constant.
(iii) The pre-image of each node N of T is a union of nodes of C. At any such
node N ′ of C, the two branches of N ′ map to the two branches of N , and
their orders of branching are the same.
(iv) The data has finitely many automorphisms (an automorphism is a a pair
of isomorphisms a : C → C and b : T → T taking qi to qi and t to t such
that h ◦ a = b ◦ h and p = p ◦ b).
Definition 1.1.2 (Moduli Space of Relative Stable Maps). The moduli stack of
genus g stable maps relative to (λ, x) is denotedMg(X,λ). It is the groupoid with:
(i) Objects over a scheme S given by:
ξ =
 Cpi 
S
qi
WW
,
T
pi′ 
S
t
WW
, h : C → T, p : T → X

where pi and pi′ are proper flat morphisms, h is a morphism over S and
for each geometric point z ∈ S we have ξz is a genus g stable map relative
to (λ, x). Furthermore, we require that in a neighbourhood of a node of
Cz mapping to a singularity of Tz we can choose e´tale-local coordinates
on S, C and T with charts of the form SpecR, SpecR[u, v]/(uv − a) and
SpecR[x, y]/(xy−b) respectively such that the map is of the form x 7→ αuk
and y 7→ αvk with α and β units.
(ii) Morphisms ξ1 → ξ2 between two appropriately labelled objects are given
by pairs of cartesian diagrams
C1
pi1 
a
// C2
pi2
S1
a′ // S2
T1
pi′1 
b
// T2
pi′2
S1
b′ // S2
that are compatible with the other data (i.e. we have a ◦ q1,i = q2,i ◦ a′,
b ◦ t1 = t2 ◦ b′, b ◦ h1 = h2 ◦ a and p1 = p2 ◦ b).
1.1.3 (Universal Objects ofMg(X,λ)). Use the notationM :=Mg(X,λ). There is
a smooth Artin stack T which parametrises the degenerated targets and a morphism
which forgets the map data
p = (pM, pT ) :M→Mg,l × T .
We have universal curves pi : C →M and piT : CT → T along with universal maps
h : C → CT and p : CT → X fitting into the following commuting diagram:
C
h
//
pi 
CT
piT
p
// X
M pT // T
There also universal sections defining the marked points given by qi :M→ C and
t : T → CT . Moreover for convenience we define f := p ◦h to be the universal map
f : C → X.
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Definition 1.1.4 (Ramification Bundle). Using the notation from 1.1.3, there is
a natural bundle defined on the universal curve C which we call the ramification
bundle and denote by
R := ωlogpi ⊗ f∗(ωlogX )∨,
where we have also denoted ωlogpi = ωpi
(∑
qi
)
and ωlogX = ωX(x). For a family
ξ ∈Mg(X,λ) with f := fξ we will use the notation Rf := Rξ.
1.1.5 (Canonical Ramification Section). Using the notation from 1.1.3, it is shown
in [Le1] that (following choices of global sections defining the divisors qi ∈ C, t ∈ CT
and x ∈ X) there is a morphism
δ : OC −→ R
called the canonical ramification section which has the following properties at each
geometric point ξ =
(
h : (C, qi) −→ (T, t), p : (T, t) −→ (X,x)
)
inM with f = p◦h
and δ = δξ:
Let B ⊂ X be the closed subset containing only x and the nodes of X. If
D := f−1(B) ⊂ C, then:
(i) δ restricted to C\D is the natural morphismOC\D → ωC\D⊗(f |C\D)∗ω∨X\B
of [FP, Lemma 8].
(ii) δ is an isomorphism locally at D.
In particular, δ describes the ramification behaviour of f away from the pre-images
of nodes of X and away from the relative divisor.
Theorem 1.1.6 (Branch Morphism [FP]). There is a morphism of stacks
br :Mg(X,λ) −→ SymrmX
defined at each geometric point in ξ ∈Mg(X,λ) with C := Cξ and f := fξ to be
Div
(
Rf∗
[OC δξ−→ Rξ])
where Div is Mumford’s divisor associated to the determinant of a perfect complex
whose homology is not supported on any points of depth 0 [MFK, §5.3].
On the substack Mg(X,λ) the morphism br takes a point ξ to the branch divisor
of fξ minus the sub-divisor supported at x ∈ X.
Remark 1.1.7. The construction of br in [FP] is given for the space of absolute
stable maps Mg(X, d). However the proofs all still work when applied to case of
Mg(X,λ) using the canonical ramification section δ of 1.1.5.
1.1.8 (A Natural C∗-action on P1). We define (for now and the rest of this article)
an action of C∗ on P1, by identifying P1 := P(C2) and letting C∗ act on C2 with
weights 0, 1. Explicitly, for c ∈ C∗ and (x0, x1) ∈ C2 we define the action by
c · (x0, x1) = (x0, cx1).(5)
This canonically induces a C∗-action on P1 which we use throughout the rest of
this article. The C∗-fixed points on P1 of this action are identified as
0 := [0 : 1] and ∞ := [1 : 0].
The weights of the tangent spaces to P1 at these points are −1 and 1 respectively.
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1.1.9 (A Natural C∗-action on Mg(P1, λ)). We define (for now and the rest of this
article) an action of C∗ onMg(P1, λ) by acting on the image of the map c·[f ] = [c·f ]
using the C∗-action on P1. More precisely, the action is defined by the morphism
of stacks
C∗ ×Mg(P1, λ) −→Mg(P1, λ)
which maps a family over a scheme S Sa 
C∗
, ξ
 =
 Sa 
C∗
,
C
pi 
S
qi
WW
,
T
pi′ 
S
t
WW
, h : C → T, p : T → P1

to the family of relative stable maps Cpi 
S
qi
WW
,
T
pi′ 
S
t
WW
, h : C → T, ((a ◦ pi′) · p) : T → P1
 .
1.1.10 (Fixed Loci of the C∗-action on Mg(P1, λ)). Following the methods of
[Ko, GP, GV2] we identify the fixed locus as containing maps f = p ◦ h : C → P1
which are e´tale everywhere except possibly above 0 and ∞. This means that if
B ⊆ C is an irreducible component of C where f |B is non-constant of degree d,
then B ∼= P1 and f |B is of the form [x0 : x1] 7→ [xd0 : xd1].
Moreover, the stack-theoretic image ofMC∗ under br is reduced and equal to rm+1
of points given by
[(rm− n) · (0) + n · (∞)] ∈ SymrmP1, for n = 0, . . . , rm.
1.1.11. Simple Fixed Loci Mg(P1, λ)] As observed in [FP, GV2] there is a unique
connected component of Mg(P1, λ)C∗ where the branch divisor is supported only
at 0 ∈ P1. This is also the unique connected component of Mg(P1, λ)C∗ where the
target is not degenerated, hence it is called the simple locus in [GV2]. We denote
it by
G ⊂Mg(P1, λ)C∗ .
A geometric point in G is a morphism f with domain curve that is the union of
(i) A single genus g stable curve, which we denote Cv, with f |Cv : Cv → {0};
(ii) l copies of P1 denoted Ci where Ci ∩ Cv is a single node and Ci ∩ Cj = ∅
for i 6= j. Also, f |Ci : Ci → P1 is a C∗-fixed Galois cover of degree λi.
We call the nodes arising from an intersection between Cv and a Ci flag nodes.
It is shown in [GP, GV2] that G is smooth and there is an isomorphism
G ∼=Mg,l × Pλ1 × · · · × Pλl(6)
where Mg,l is the moduli space of stable curves and Pd ∼= Bµd parametrises C∗-
fixed Galois covers of degree d.
Remark 1.1.12. The fixed locus studied in [GP] was for the moduli space of ab-
solute stable mapsMg(P1, d) and their version of the isomorphism (6) has different
automorphisms. In this article we follow [GV2] by using the moduli space of rel-
ative stable maps Mg(P1, λ) which has labeled (i.e. ordered) fixed points in the
pre-image of ∞ ∈ P1.
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1.1.13 (Normalisation of the Simple Locus along the Flag Nodes). The simple fixed
locus G of M has universal curve CG which can be partially normalised along the
universal flag nodes to give nG : C˜G → CG. Moreover, C˜G can be decomposed into a
disjoint union of closed sub-stacks:
C˜G = CG,v unionsq
l⊔
i=1
CG,i.
These have geometric points (ζ, s) such that ζ ∈ G as described in 1.1.11 and, using
the same notation, if (ζ, s) ∈ CG,v then s ∈ Cv, otherwise if (ζ, s) ∈ CG,i then s ∈ Ci.
Moreover, using the isomorphism (6) we have the following cartesian diagrams:
CG,v

// CMg,l

G //Mg,l
CG,i

// CPλl

// P1

G // Pλl // •
(7)
1.2. r-Twisted Curves.
Definition 1.2.1 (The Moduli Space of r-Twisted Prestable Curves). The moduli
stack of l-marked genus g r-twisted prestable curves is denoted by Mrg,l. It is the
groupoid with:
(i) Objects over a scheme S given by:
ξ =
 Cpi
S
,
 C
S
si
OO

i∈{1,...,l}

where
(a) pi is a proper flat morphism from a tame stack to a scheme,
(b) each si is a section of pi that maps to the smooth locus of C,
(c) the fibres of pi are purely one dimensional with at worst nodal singu-
larities,
(d) the smooth locus Csm is an algebraic space,
(e) the coarse space pi : C → S with sections si is a genus g, l-pointed
prestable curve(
C, pi : C → S, ( si : S → C)i∈{1,...,l}
)
(f) the local picture at the nodes is given by [U/µr]→ T , where
• T = SpecA, U = SpecA[z, w]/(zw − t) for some t ∈ A, and the
action of µr is given by (z, w) 7→ (ξrz, ξ−1r w).
(ii) Morphisms ξ1 → ξ2 between two appropriately labelled objects are given
by an equivalence class of cartesian diagrams
C1
pi1 
a
// C2
pi2
S1
a′ // S2
that are compatible with the other data (i.e. a ◦ s1,i = s2,i ◦ a′) and where
equivalence is given by base-preserving natural transformations.
Remark 1.2.2. The fact that taking equivalence classes up to base-preserving
natural transformations gives a well-defined 1-category is due to [AV, Prop. 4.2.2].
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Theorem 1.2.3 ( Smoothness of Mrg,l [AJ, ACV, O, Ch] ). The stack M
r
g,l is a
smooth proper Artin stack of dimension 3g − 3 + l.
Remark 1.2.4. If the twisted curves parametrised in Mrg,l are also required to have
stable coarse space and if 3g−3+l ≥ 0, the space becomes a Deligne-Mumford stack.
1.2.5 (Forgetting Twisted Structure). There is a natural morphism of stacks
Mrg,l −→Mg,l
which forgets the r-Twisted structure. The automorphism group of a r-twisted
curve which fixes the underlying coarse curve is µ⊕nr where n is number of nodes
[ACV, Prop. 7.1.1]. So for r 6= 1 the moduli space Mrg,l has stacky structure that
Mg,l does not and the morphism M
r
g,l →Mg,l is not an isomorphism. However, it
is flat and surjective of degree 1.
1.2.6 (Universal Curves of r-Twisted Curves). Unlike Mg,l, the stack M
r
g,l has two
universal curves:
(a) A universal r-twisted curve piMr : CMr → Mrg,l which is of Deligne-
Mumford type and where CMr parametrises objects
ξ =
 Cpi  Θ?
_ϑoo
γΘ}}
S
,
 C
S
si
OO

i∈{1,...,l}

where (pi, si) is an object in M
r
g,l, γΘ is an e´tale gerbe and ϑ is a closed
sub-stack.
(b) A universal coarse curve piMr : CMr → Mrg,l which is representable and
where CMr parametrises objects (pi, si) in Mrg,l as well as a section of the
associated coarse morphism pi.
1.3. r-Twisted Curves with Roots of Line Bundles.
Definition 1.3.1 (The Moduli Space of r-Twisted Prestable Curves with Roots of
Line Bundles). Let b ∈ rZ and denote by D1/r,bg,l the moduli stack which has
(i) Objects over a scheme S given by:
ξ =
(
ζ, F, L, e : Lr
∼→ F
)
where
(a) ζ =
(
pi : C → S, si : S → C
)
is a family over S in Mrg,l,
(b) F is a pi-relative line bundle on C of degree b,
(c) L is a pi-relative line bundle on C of degree br and
(d) e : Lr
∼−→ F is an isomorphism.
(ii) Morphisms ξ1 → ξ2 between two appropriately labelled objects are given
by triples(
a : ζ1 → ζ2, b′ : F1 ∼→ a∗F2, b : L1 ∼→ a∗L2
)
where a is a morphism in Mrg,l, and where b
′ and b are isomorphisms com-
patible with the other data (i.e. if φ : a∗(Lr) ∼→ (a∗L)r is the canonical
isomorphism then (a∗e2) ◦ φ ◦ (b⊗r) = b′ ◦ e1.)
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1.3.2 (Partial-Normalisation at Separating Nodes [ChZ, §2.3]). Let ξ ∈ D1/r,bg,l be
a geometric point given by
ξ =
(
C, si, F, L, e : L
r ∼→ F
)
such that C has a connecting node and C1 unionsqC2 is the partial normalisation at that
node. Also, let ιi : Ci ↪→ C be the inclusions and γ̂i : Ci → Ĉi be the morphisms
locally forgetting the r-orbifold structure at the connecting node. Lastly, let zi ∈ Ĉi
correspond to the pre-images of the nodes.
Then for i = 1, 2 the sheaves γ̂i∗ι∗iL and γ̂i∗ι
∗
iF are locally free on Ĉi and there is
a unique pair b1, b2 ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1} such that b1 + b2 ≡ 0 (mod r) with(
γ̂1∗ι∗1L
)r ∼= γ̂1∗ι∗1F (−b1z1) and (γ̂2∗ι∗2L)r ∼= γ̂2∗ι∗2F (−b2z2).
Remark 1.3.3. The construction of 1.3.2 also works on families with a separating
node defined by an e´tale gerbe.
1.4. Stable Maps with Divisible Ramification.
Definition 1.4.1 (Moduli Space of r-Stable Maps with Roots of Ramification).
Recall rm = 2g − 2 + l(λ) + |λ|(1− 2gX) and consider the natural morphisms
(i) Mg(X,λ) → D1,rmg,l defined by taking a family of relative stable maps ξ
with pi : C → S and qi : S → C to (pi, qi,Rξ).
(ii) D1/r,rmg,l → D1,rmg,l defined by forgetting the r-twisted the r-th root structure.
Using these morphisms, define the moduli stack Mrg(P1, λ) by the following carte-
sian diagram:
Mrg(P1, λ) //

Mg(P1, λ)

D
1
r ,rm
g,l
// D1,rmg,l
A geometric point in Mrg(P1, µ) is of the form
ξ =
(
(C, qi), (T, t), h : C → T, p : T → P1, L, e : Lr ∼→ Rf
)
where f := g ◦ h and Rf := ωlogC ⊗ (p ◦ h)∗(ωlogP1 )∨ and
(i)
(
(C, qi), (T, t), h : C → T, p : T → P1
)
∈Mg(P1, µ),
(ii)
(
(C, qi), Rf , L, e : L
r ∼→ Rf
)
∈ D1/r,rmg,l .
1.4.2 (Simplifying Notation for Main Spaces). For the rest of this article we will
use the following simplifying notation for the key spaces:
(i) M :=Mg(X,λ) with universal curve pi : C →M.
(ii) Mr :=Mrg(X,λ) with universal (r-twisted) curve pir : Cr →Mr.
(iii) M := Mg,l and M
r := Mrg,l.
We will also denote by R and δ : OC → R the pullback to C of the corresponding
bundle and morphism on CM.
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Definition 1.4.3 (Stacks Parametrising Sections of Sheaves). Let F be a line
bundle on Cr. Then we have the following associated stacks which will be used in
this article:
(i) Totpir∗F := SpecMr
(
Sym•R1pir∗(F∨ ⊗ ωpir )
)
is the moduli stack with:
(a) Objects
(
ξ, σ : OCξ −→ Fξ
)
where ξ is an object ofMr and Fξ is
F pulled back to Cξ.
(b) Morphisms (ξ1, σ1)→ (ξ2, σ2) are morphisms a : ξ1 → ξ2 such that if
φ : a∗Fξ2 ∼→ Fξ1 is the induced isomorphism then a∗σ2 = φ ◦ σ1.
(ii) TotF := SpecCr
(
Sym• F∨
)
is the moduli stack with:
(a) Objects:(
ξ, ϑ : Θ ↪→ C, γΘ : Θ→ S, ζ : OS −→ γΘ∗ϑ∗Fξ
)
where ξ is an object of Mr over S along with the extra data for
an object in Cr of a closed sub-stack ϑ : Θ ↪→ C and e´tale gerbe
γΘ : Θ→ S (see 1.2.6 for more details).
(b) Morphisms (ξ1, ϑ1, γΘ1 , ζ1)→ (ξ2, ϑ2, γΘ2 , ζ2) are morphisms from Cr
b : (ξ1, ϑ1, γΘ1) → (ξ2, ϑ2, γΘ2) such that if the induced isomorphism
is ψ : b∗(γΘ2∗ϑ
∗
2Fξ2) ∼→ γΘ1∗ϑ∗1Fξ1 then b∗ζ2 = ψ ◦ ζ1.
Remark 1.4.4. Note that while we use the notation Totpi∗F , it is often the case
that pi∗F is not locally free. This space is called an abelian cone in [BF].
1.4.5 (r-th Power Maps overMr). Natural examples of definition 1.4.3 arise when
the line-bundle F is the universal r-root L and its r-th tensor power Lr.
Moreover, in these cases, there are natural morphisms which arise from taking the
r-th power of the section. We call these morphisms the r-th power maps and denote
the related morphism by the following commutative diagrams:
Totpi∗L τ //
β

Totpi∗Lr
α

Mr Mr
TotL τˇ //
βˇ

TotLr
αˇ

Cr Cr
(8)
Remark 1.4.6. Comparing the two r-th power maps we see that that τˇ is a map
between total spaces of line bundles on Cr. In fact, it is an r-fold cover ramified at
the zero section. However, in general, Totpi∗L is not the total space of a bundle
and hence τ is more complicated than τˇ .
Definition 1.4.7 (Moduli Space of Stable Maps with Divisible Ramification). The
canonical ramification section δ : OC → R and the universal rth root e : Lr ∼→ R
define a natural inclusion
i′ : Mr −→ Totpi∗Lr
ξ 7−→ ( ξ, e−1ξ (δξ) ).
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The moduli space of stable maps with divisible ramification M1/r (also denoted
M1/rg (P1, λ)) is defined by following cartesian diagram which also defines ν and i:
M 1r i //
ν

Totpi∗L
τ

Mr
i′
// Totpi∗Lr
(9)
1.4.8 (Universal Objects of M1/r). The universal objects of Mr pullback via the
morphism ν : M1/r → Mr to give universal objects on M1/r. For example we
have a universal (r-twisted) curve pi1/r : C1/r → M1/r. The universal rth root
section σ pulls back from Totpi∗L.
Theorem 1.4.9 (Branch-Type morphism for M1/r [Le1]). There is a morphism
of stacks
br :M 1r −→ SymmX
defined at each geometric point in ξ ∈M1/r with C := C1/rξ and f := f1/rξ to be
Div
(
Rf∗
[OC σξ−→ Lξ]).
It commutes with the branch morphism of [FP] via the diagram
M 1r br //

SymmX
∆

M br // SymrmX
where ∆ is defined by
∑
i xi 7→
∑
i rxi.
2. C∗-Action on Stable Maps with Divisible Ramification
Notation Conventions for Main Spaces: We will use the following simplifying
notation for the key spaces:
(i) M :=Mg(X,λ) from definition 1.1.2 with pi : C →M the universal curve.
(ii) Mr := Mrg(X,λ) from definition 1.4.1 with pir : Cr → Mr the universal
(r-twisted) curve.
(iii) M1/r := M1/rg (X,λ) from definition 1.4.7 with pi1/r : C1/r → M1/r the
universal (r-twisted) curve.
(iv) M := Mg,l and M
r := Mrg,l from defintion 1.2.1.
The natural forgetful morphisms are denoted by
M 1r ν //Mr υ //M.
We will also denote by R, L and δ : OC → R the bundles and morphism on C1/r
pulled back from Cr. Lastly, σ : OC → L is the morphism pulled back from Totpi∗L.
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2.1. Natural C∗-Actions and Equivariant Morphisms.
2.1.1 (C∗-Action on Mr). For a ∈ C∗ there is an isomorphism ma : P1 → P1
defining multiplication by a and for any morphism f : C → P1 we have a·f = ma◦f .
This gives rise to canonical isomorphisms
f∗(ωlogP1 )
∨ ∼←− f∗m∗a(ωlogP1 )∨
∼−→ (a · f)∗(ωlogP1 )∨
which (using the notation from 1.1.4) give an isomorphism which we denote by
Φa : Rf
∼−→ R(a·f).
We use this canonical morphism to define a natural C∗-action onMr, given by the
morphism of stacks C∗ ×Mr −→Mr that maps a moduli point(
a,
(
(C, qi), (T, t), h : C → T, p : T → P1, L, e : Lr ∼→ Rf
))
to the moduli point (
(C, qi), (T, t), h, a · p, L, Φa ◦ e
)
.
This can be defined on families in the same way as in 1.1.9.
Remark 2.1.2. This action has the property that the natural forgetful morphism
Mr →M is C∗-equivariant.
2.1.3 (C∗-Action onM 1r and Related Spaces). Since the C∗-action defined in 2.1.1
does not affect the bundle L, it extends immediately to the the spaces M1/r,
Totpi∗L, Totpi∗Lr and their universal curves by leaving the extra data unaffected.
Moreover, we give the spaces M, Mr and T the trivial action.
The natural inclusions i′ :Mr ↪→ Totpi∗Lr and i :M1/r ↪→ Totpi∗L appearing in
definition 1.4.7 are equivariant since the the following diagram is commutative:
Rf
Φa

OC
δf 66
δ(a·f)
((
Lr
e
gg
Φa◦eww
R(a·f)
2.2. Basic Properties of the Fixed Locus.
2.2.1 (The Simple and Non-Simple Fixed Loci). By the universal property of the
fixed locus the commuting diagram from theorem 1.4.9 restricts to the commuting
diagram
(M 1r )C∗ b˜r //

SymmX
∆

MC∗ b˜r // SymrmX
where b˜r and b˜r are the respective restrictions of br and br to the fixed loci.
We know from 1.1.10 that the stack-theoretic image of MC∗ under br is reduced
and equal to a finite number of points. Since ∆ is a closed immersion we must also
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have that the image of (M1/r)C∗ under br is reduced and equal to a finite number
of points. We can identify the possible points via Im(b˜r) ∩ Im(∆) to be
hn := [(m− n) · (0) + k · (∞)] ∈ SymmP1
for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m}, giving a decomposition
(M 1r )C∗ =
m⊔
n=0
(
(M 1r )C∗ ∩ br−1(hn)
)
.
Following 1.1.11 we split this into two cases:
(i) The Simple Fixed Locus: F := (M 1r )C∗ ∩ br−1(h0). This is the case where
there is no degeneration at ∞ ∈ P1.
(ii) The Non-Simple Fixed Loci : F̂n := (M 1r )C∗∩br−1(hn) for n ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
This is the case where there is degeneration at ∞ ∈ P1.
2.2.2 (The Simple Fixed Locus ofMr). By the universal property of the fixed locus
the forgetful morphism υ :Mr →M restricts to a morphism υ˜ : (Mr)C∗ →MC∗
on the fixed loci. Since this is surjective and the stack theoretic image of (M)C∗
under br is reduced, we must have the following equality of stack theoretic images
Im(br ◦ υ) = Im(br) ⊂ Symrm P1.
Hence we have a decomposition of (Mr)C∗ similar to that described in 2.2.1 and
we define the simple fixed locus Gr ⊂ (Mr)C∗ to be
Gr := (Mr)C∗ ∩ (br ◦ υ)−1([rm · (0)]).
Lemma 2.2.3 (The Simple Fixed Loci as Pullbacks). The simple fixed loci Gr and
F fit into the following diagram where both squares are cartesian and the vertical
arrows are closed immersions:
F
v //
j
Gr
u //
kr
G
k
M 1r
ν
//Mr
υ
//M
(10)
Proof. Following 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, both F and Gr can be constructed using pullbacks
of [rm · (0)] ∈ SymP1 under the compositions involving the branch morphism and
forgetful morphisms. The pullback construction allows us to construct the desired
diagram. For example we have the following commuting diagram
Gr //
,,

G //

{
[rm · (0)]}

(Mr)C∗ //MC∗ // SymP1
where the right square is cartesian. The dashed arrow arises from the properties of
the cartesian square. We have a similar diagram for F. Hence we have a diagram
of the desired form, but we must show that the squares are cartesian.
If we define X := Mr ×M G, then we claim that Gr ⊆ X is a sub-stack. To see
this we consider use the rightmost square of (10) and combine it with the cartesian
square defining X :
Gr  r
kr $$
u
))// X // _

G _
k
Mr //M
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Hence we must have that Gr → X is an immersion. In a similar way we have that
F is a sub-stack of Y :=M1/r ×Mr Gr.
We now show that every family in X is fixed under the C∗ action. Recall the moduli
space from definition 1.3.1 and define the notation Dn := D1/n,rmg,l where C∗ acts
with the trivial action. Then from definition 1.4.1 we have a natural equivariant
forgetful mapMr −→ Dr which gives the equivariant isomorphism X ∼= Dr ×D1 G.
This shows that X has trivial C∗ action and hence X ⊆ (Mr)C∗ .
We can similarly express Y as a cartesian product of spaces with trivial action by
using the total-space stack over Dr defined by:
TotD piD∗LD := SpecD
(
Sym•R1piD∗(L∨D ⊗ ωpiD)
)
which contains objects
(
ξ, σ : O(CD)ξ −→ (LD)ξ
)
where ξ is an object of Dr,
piD : CD → Dr is the universal (r-twisted) curve and LD is the universal r-th
root. 
Lemma 2.2.4. The forgetful morphism v : F → Gr from lemma 2.2.3 is e´tale of
degree rl.
Proof. We will show v is e´tale in corollary 3.4.2. We assume that 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0
since the special cases (g, l) = (0, 1) and (0, 2) are simpler and only require minor
modifications. We calculate the degree at the fibre of a geometric point ξ ∈ Gr
determined by the data
f : C −→ P1, qi, L and e : Lr ∼−→ Rf .
The pre-image is supported on finite collection determined by the r-th roots σ of
δ. Denote by Cv ⊂ C be the union of irreducible components of C mapping to
0 ∈ P1 and denote by Ci ∼= P1[r] the irreducible components labelled by qi where
f is non-constant and the image of the r-orbifold point is 0.
The map f is constant on Cv so we have δ|Cv = 0 and hence we must also have
σ|Cv = 0 as well. Thus the number of possible r-th roots σ of δ is determined by
the number of possibilities for σ|Ci .
We choose coordinates on Ci given by Ci \ Cv ∼= SpecC[y] and at the r-orbifold
point by V := [(SpecC[z])/µr] where the action of µr is given by z 7→ ξrz. Then
(Rf )|Ci has local µr-equivariant generator z−rλi at the orbifold point and trivial
generator on Ci \ Cv. The restriction δ|Ci is then given on these open sets by
zrλi · (z−rλi) and 1 respectively.
The r-root bundle L is similarly given by local generators z−λi and 1, while the
r-root section σ|Ci is determined by polynomials ζ1(z) ∈ C[z] and ζ2(y) ∈ C[y]
compatible with change of coordinates such that ζr1 = z
rλi and ζr2 = 1. There are
exactly r different choices for these, determined by the roots of unity. Hence we
have a total of rl different choices for σ.
We must now examine the automorphisms and isomorphisms of objects in F. We
have automorphisms in F and Gr arising from C and f , however these are unaffected
by the morphism v. The other automorphisms of Gr form a subgroup µ⊕(l+1)r arising
from the isomorphism L
∼→ L defined by r-roots of unity and the r-orbifold nodes
(discussed more in 1.2.5).
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The automorphisms of ξ arising from L
∼→ L and the nodes where r - λi do not
correspond to automorphisms of ξ′ ∈ v−1(ξ), but rather isomorphisms of objects.
However, the automorphisms of ξ arising from nodes where r|λi correspond to the
automorphisms of (not arising from C or f). Hence, |v−1(ξ)| = rl−1−
∑
i:r|λi 1 and
for ξ′ ∈ v−1(ξ) we have |Aut ξ|/|Aut ξ′| = r1+
∑
i:r|λi 1. Thus the degree is rl as
desired. 
2.3. Flag Nodes and Partial Normalisation.
2.3.1 (E´tale Gerbes for the Flag Nodes in the Simple Locus). Consider the case
3g − 3 + l ≥ 0. Let piG : CG → G and piF : CF → F be the universal (r-twisted)
curves. piG is representable and the flag nodes of G define l different sections G→ CG
of piG (in the case (g, l) = (0, 2) there is only one flag node). These pullback via
the map forgetful map CF → CG to define sub-stacks at the flag nodes. There are
also corresponding sections of the universal coarse curve piF : CF → F. This is
summarised in the following commuting diagram where the square is cartesian and
γΘi is an e´tale gerbe:
Θi
γΘi

 
ϑi
// CF
γF

F
  zi // CF
piF

F
2.3.2 (Normalisation along the Flag Nodes of the Simple Locus). The simple fixed
locus F ofM1/r has universal curve CF which can be partially normalised along the
e´tale gerbes from 2.3.1 to give n : C˜ → CF. This is the pullback via the forgetful
map CF → CG of the partial normalisation C˜G of CG from 1.1.13.
C˜ can also be decomposed into a disjoint union of closed sub-stacks C˜ = Cvunionsq
⊔l
i=1 Ci
where Cv and Ci are defined from 1.1.13 via the following cartesian diagrams:
Cv _
ιv

// CG,v _

CF // CG
Ci _
ιi

// CG,i _

CF // CG
(11)
Moreover, combining the diagrams of (11) with the diagrams (7) from 1.1.13 we
have the following diagrams where the squares are cartesian:
Cv γv //
piv

Cv
piv

// CG,v
piG,v

// CMg,l

F // G //Mg,l
Ci γi //
pii

Ci
pii

// CG,i
piG,i

// CPλi
piPλi

// P1

F // G // Pλi // •
(12)
Here the marked points of Mg,l and 0 ∈ P1 correspond to the images of zi.
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2.3.3 (Universal Bundles on the Simple Fixed Locus). Denote by qi : F→ CF, the
universal sections of piF : CF which correspond to the marked points from the relative
stable map condition (see 1.1.3 for more details). Recall from 1.1.11 and 2.2.1 that
the stable maps in the simple fixed locus F are not degenerated at infinity so we
have a universal relative stable map fF : CF → P1. Moreover, we have isomorphisms
R ∼= ωlogpiF ⊗ f∗F
(
ωlogP1
)∨ ∼= ωpiF ⊗OCF(∑i(λi + 1)qi)
where the last isomorphism has used ωP1 ∼= OP1
(− 2(∞)).
Letting fF : CF → P1 be the universal relative stable map from the universal coarse
curve such that fF = fF ◦ γF. Then we have
R ∼= γ∗F
(
ωpiF ⊗OCF
(∑
i(λi + 1)qi
))
.
For 3g−3+ l ≥ 0, restricting R to the normalisation components gives line bundles
Rv := ι∗vR ∼= γ∗vωpiv
(∑
izi
)
and Ri := ι∗iR ∼= γ∗i OCi
(
λizi
)
.
Here we have used the right diagram of (12) which gives that ωpii is the pullback
of ωP1 ∼= OP1
( − 2(0)). Restricting L, the universal r-th root bundle on F, to the
components of the normalisation gives line bundles
Lv := ι∗vL and Li := ι∗iL.
Lemma 2.3.4. Let L be the universal r-th root bundle on F and denote the Chern
polynomial by cs(−). Then we have
(i) cs
(
R(γΘi)∗ϑ
∗
iLr
)
= 1 and
(ii) cs
(
R(γΘi)∗ϑ
∗
iL
)
=
{
1 if r|λi;
0 otherwise.
Moreover, R(γΘi)∗ϑ
∗
iL ∼= 0 if r - λi.
Proof. Using 2.3.3 and the properties that γF is flat and γF∗ is exact gives
R(γΘi)∗ϑ
∗
iLr ∼= z∗iRγF∗γ∗F
(
ωpiF ⊗OCF
(∑
iλiqi
)) ∼= z∗i (ωpiF ⊗OCF(∑iλiqi)).
The first result now follows from z∗i ωpiF ∼= OF and z∗iOCF
(∑
iλiqi
) ∼= OF.
For the second result we consider the case where r|λi. Then locally at the flag node
there exists a line bundle Li on F such that ϑ
∗
iL ∼= γ∗ΘiLi. Then, R(γΘi)∗ϑ∗iL ∼= Li
and we also have that Lri
∼= R(γΘi)∗ϑ∗iLr ∼= OF. The result for this case follows
from basic properties of the Chern polynomial.
For the case where r - λi we show that R(γΘi)∗ϑ∗iL ∼= 0 by showing this at every
geometric point of F. Indeed, in this case, for a geometric point ξ ∈ F we have
(ϑ∗iL)ξ is a trivial line bundle on (Θi)ξ ∼= Bµr which has non-trivial weight for the
µr-action. Hence, there are no invariants and (R(γΘi)∗ϑ
∗
iL)ξ ∼= 0. 
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2.4. Forgetting r-Orbifold Structure Flag Nodes.
2.4.1 (Partial-Normalisation at the Flag Nodes). We can apply the concept from
1.3.2 to the flag nodes of the simple fixed loci Gr and F. For example, consider a
point in Gr determined by the data
f : C → P1, qi, L and e : Lr ∼→ ωlogC ⊗ f∗(ωlogP1 )∨.
We let ι : B ↪→ C a sub-curve with a morphism γ̂ : B → B̂ locally forgetting
the r-orbifold structure at any points corresponding to flag nodes. In the cases
(g, l) = (0, 2) and 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0 there are two cases to consider:
(i) If B is an irreducible component where f |B is non-constant then
γ̂∗ι∗
(
ωlogC ⊗ f∗(ωlogP1 )∨
) ∼= OP1(λi) ∼= OP1 (⌊a
r
⌋
r +
〈a
r
〉)
.
and the r-th root becomes(
γ̂∗ι∗L
)r ∼= OP1 (⌊a
r
⌋
r
)
.
(ii) If B = f−1(0) and if p1, . . . , pl ∈ B̂ correspond to flag nodes then
γ̂∗ι∗
(
ωlogC ⊗ f∗(ωlogP1 )∨
) ∼= ωB̂(∑
i
pi
)
.
and the r-th root becomes(
γ̂∗ι∗L
)r ∼= ωB̂(∑
i
(
1 + 〈λi/r〉 − r
)
pi +
∑
r|λi
rpi
)
.
Remark 2.4.2. The discussion in 2.4.1 also holds for families in Gr and F (as was
the case for 1.3.2) but we have used a geometric point to simplify the exposition.
2.4.3 (Reverse Clutching-Type Morphism at the Flag Nodes). Let 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0
and define the vector of reverse remainders to be a := a(g, λ) := (a1, . . . , al) where
ai ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1} is defined by
λi =
⌊
λi
r
⌋
r + (r − 1− ai).
For l = l(λ) we denote by M1/r,ag,l , the moduli space of r-spin curves twisted by a
as defined in [Ch]. That is, the moduli space of r-stable curves with r-th roots of
ωC(−
∑
aiqi).
Moreover, we define P1/rd to be the moduli space parametrising pairs which con-
sist of C∗-fixed Galois covers of P1 of degree d along with an r-th root of OP1(
⌊
d
r
⌋
r).
Then we have a natural degree 1 morphism considered in [ChZ, §2.3]:
Gr −→M
1
r ,a
g,l × P
1
r
λ1
× · · · × P 1rλl
which is defined in the following way:
(i) Locally normalise the curve at the flag nodes and locally forget the stack
structure there.
(ii) The map f is taken to the (local) coarse maps associate to the restrictions.
(The map is forgotten on the component where f was constant.)
(iii) The r-th root L on C is taken to its pullbacks on the normalised compo-
nents and then locally taking the invariant sections at the pre-images of
the nodes. As described in 2.4.1.
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Note that this defines a map to M1/r,bg,l × P1/rλ1 × · · · × P
1/r
λl
where b = (b1, . . . , bl)
is defined by
bi =
{
ai, if r - λi,
ai − r = −1, if r | λi.
However, we can compose with the natural isomorphism M1/r,bg,l ∼−→M
1/r,a
g,l which
is defined via the isomorphism Lb ∼= La
(∑
r|λi pi
)
.
Corollary 2.4.4 (Degree of Morphism to M1/r,ag,l From Theorem B). Consider the
morphism Gr →M1/r,ag,l ×P1/rλ1 ×· · ·×P
1/r
λl
from 2.4.3. The morphism b : F→M1/r,ag,l
defined by the following composition has degree (λ1 · · ·λl)−1:
F M
1
r ,a
g,l
Gr M
1
r ,a
g,l × P
1
r
λ1
× · · · × P 1rλl
b
v pr1
Proof. This follows immediately from 2.4.3, lemma 2.2.4 and because the projection
map pr1 has degree r
−l(λ1 · · ·λl)−1. 
Lemma 2.4.5. Let a be the vector of reverse remainders from 2.4.3 and b the
morphism from corollary 2.4.4. Also, let ρ be the universal (r-twisted) curve of
M1/r,ag,l and L be the universal r-root.
(i) There are isomorphisms (using the notation from lemma 2.2.3 and (12)):
piv∗ωpiv ∼= (u ◦ v)∗piG,v∗ωpiG,v ∼= b∗ρ∗ωρ.
(ii) If Lv is the restriction of the r-th root bundle on CF to Cv then there is a
distinguished triangle
b∗Rρ∗ωρ // Rpiv∗Lrv //
⊕
i
OF // b∗Rρ∗L[1].
(iii) Using the notation from part (ii), there is a distinguished triangle
b∗Rρ∗L // Rpiv∗Lv //
⊕
i: r|λi
OF // b∗Rρ∗L[1].
Proof. Begin by considering the following cartesian diagrams where ρ is the univer-
sal coarse curve of M1/r,ag,l and p̂iv is defined from piv after forgetting the r-twisted
structure at the flag nodes:
Cv
piv

// C
M
1
r
,a
g,l
ρ

F
b //M
1
r ,a
g,l
Ĉv
p̂iv

b̂
// C
M
1
r
,a
g,l
ρ

F
b //M
1
r ,a
g,l
The left diagram gives the following isomorphism piv∗ωpiv ∼= b∗ρ∗ωρ. Moreover,
since there is no r-twisted structure at smooth points we have the further isomor-
phism b∗ρ∗ωρ ∼= b∗ρ∗ωρ. The proof of part (i) is then competed by observing that
the isomorphism piv∗ωpiv ∼= (u ◦ v)∗piG,v∗ωpiG,v arises from the middle square of the
left diagram from (12).
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For part (ii) the discussion in 2.3.3 shows that γv∗Lrv ∼= ωlogpiv where the log super-
script refers to the (un-twisted) markings corresponding to the flag nodes. Since
Rjpiv∗ω
log
piv
vanishes for j 6= 0 the result for part (ii) follows from part (i).
For part (iii) we consider the right cartesian diagram given above. Let γ̂ : Cv → Ĉv
be the universal morphism forgetting the r-twisted structure at the flag nodes. From
the discussion in 2.4.1 and at the end of 2.4.3 we have that there is an isomorphism
γ̂∗Lv ∼= b̂∗L ⊗OCv
(∑
i;r|λirzi
)
.
The result for part (iii) now follows immediately. 
Lemma 2.4.6. The direct images Rpii∗Li and Rpii∗Lri are trivial bundles.
Proof. Let Gr −→ M1/r,ag,l × P1/rλ1 × · · · × P
1/r
λl
be the reverse clutching morphism
from 2.4.3 and define d : F→ P1/rλi to be the following composition
F
ν // Gr //M
1
r ,a
g,l × P
1
r
λ1
× · · · × P 1rλl
pri+1 // P 1rλi .
Let pii be the coarse space morphism associated to pii (i.e. forget the r-twisted
structure). Also, let piP : CP → P1/rλi be the universal curve and LP be the universal
r-th root bundle for P1/rλi . Then we can form the following cartesian diagram:
Ci
pii

d′
// CP
piP
F
d // P 1rλi
If γi : Ci → Ci is the morphism forgetting the twisted structure, the above cartesian
diagram gives an isomorphisms of the form d′∗LP ∼= γi∗Li and d′∗LrP ∼= γi∗Lri .
Hence, we have isomorphisms
Rpii∗Li ∼= d∗RpiP∗LP and Rpii∗Lri ∼= d∗RpiP∗LrP .
The natural forgetful morphism P1/rλi → Pλi is the e´tale gerbe B(µr×µλi)→ Bµλi .
Combining this with the right square of the right diagram of (7) gives the following
diagram where both squares are cartesian:
CP
piP
//
d′′
,,CPλi

// P1
P 1rλi // Pλi // •
This shows that CP is a quotient stack CP ∼=
[
P1/(µr×µλi)
]
where (µr×µλi) acts
trivially on P1.
The bundle LP can now be expressed as the tensor product d′′∗OP1(bλi/rc)⊗pi∗P U1
where U1 is line bundle on P1/rλi ∼= B(µr × µλi) given by a trivial bundle where
(µr × µλi) acts with weight (1, 0). Hence, RpiP∗LP is also trivial where (µr × µλi)
acts with weight (1, 0). The universal section σ : OCF → L is non-zero on fibres and
hence rigidifies the µr-action on F. Thus d
∗U1 ∼= OF and d∗RpiP∗LP is trivial.
The bundle LrP is given by d′′∗OP1(λi) with trivial (µr × µλi)-action, so RpiP∗LrP
is a trivial bundle with trivial (µr × µλi)-action. 
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3. Proving Theorem B: Localisation Formula
In order to be consistent with the exposition of [GP], we will use the (derived) dual
description of perfect obstruction theories for this section only. In this language,
an equivariant perfect obstruction theory for a Deligne-Mumford stack X is a mor-
phism TeX → FeX in Deb(X ) satisfying properties dual to those given in [BF]. A
review of equivariant perfect obstruction theories is given in section 5.1.
3.1. Virtual Localisation Formula.
Theorem 3.1.1 (Virtual Localisation Formula [GP, CKL]). Let X be a Deligne-
Mumford stack with a C∗-action and let TeX → FeX be an equivariant perfect ob-
struction theory. Then
[X ]vir =
∑
n
(ζn)∗
[Xn]vir
e(Nvirn )
in AC
∗
∗ (X )⊗Q[t, 1t ] where:
(i) t is the generator of the C∗-equivariant ring of a point.
(ii) The sum ranges over the connected components of the C∗-fixed locus XC∗
with inclusions ζn : Xn → X .
(iii) [Xn]vir arises from the C∗-fixed part (Lζ∗nFeX )fix which is a perfect obstruc-
tion theory for Xn.
(iv) Nvirn is the C∗-moving part (Lζ∗nFeX )mov of the perfect obstruction theory
and e(−) is the equivariant Euler class.
Remark 3.1.2. Theorem 3.1.1 was originally due to [GP], however it required
the existence of a C∗-equivariant embedding of X into a smooth Deligne-Mumford
stack. The requirement of this condition was removed in [CKL] and the localisation
method was extended to include other, more general, concepts.
3.1.3 (Perfect Obstruction Theory). It will be shown in corollary 5.4.4 that there
is an equivariant perfect obstruction theory TeM1/r → FeM1/r for M1/r which fits
into the distinguished triangle
Feν // FeM1/r // Lν
∗FeMr // Feν [1]
and is compatible with the distinguished triangle of equivariant tangent complexes
arising from the morphism ν :M1/r →Mr. Here, FeMr is the perfect obstruction
theory forMr to be given in 5.2.2. Feν is the equivariant perfect relative obstruction
theory for ν first constructed in [Le1]; it is described further in 5.3.3 and 5.3.4.
3.1.4 (Strategy for Localisation Calculation). The strategy for computing the lo-
calisation formula will be to use the distinguished triangle from 3.1.3 and calculate
the fixed and moving parts on each term. Indeed, pulling back via j : F ↪→M1/r
and taking either the fixed or the moving part gives another distinguished triangle(
Lj∗Feν
)f.m. // (Lj∗FeM1/r)f.m. // (Lj∗Lν∗FeMr)f.m. // (Lj∗Feν)f.m.[1].
This shows that we can compute (Lj∗EeM1/r )
f.m. by computing (Lj∗Lν∗EeMr )f.m.
and (Lj∗Eeν)f.m. individually. We will compute (Lj∗Lν∗EeMr )f.m. in section 3.2 and
(Lj∗Eeν)f.m. in section 3.3.
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3.2. Analysis of the Contributions From Mr.
Lemma 3.2.1. The fixed and moving parts of Lj∗Lν∗FeMr have:
(i)
(
Lj∗Lν∗FeMr )fix ∼= F0 for some locally free sheaf F0 of rank 3g − 3 + l.
(ii) The Euler class of the moving part is the following:
(a) If g = 0 and l = 1 then
e
((
Lj∗Lν∗FeMr
)mov)
= tλ1−1
λ1!
λλ1−11
(b) If g = 0 and l = 2 then
e
((
Lj∗Lν∗FeMr
)mov)
=
tλ1+λ2
r
λ1!
λλ1+11
λ2!
λλ2+12
(λ1 + λ2)
(c) If 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0 then
e
((
Lj∗Lν∗FeM
)mov)
=
r−l t1−g+|λ|
c 1
t
(− b∗ρ∗ωρ)
l∏
i=1
λi!
λλi+1i
(
1− λi
t
ψi
)
where cs is the Chern polynomial, b : F −→M1/r,ag,l(λ) is the morphism
from corollary 2.4.4 and ρ is the universal curve for M1/r,ag,l(λ).
Remark 3.2.2. This calculation is essentially the same as in [GP, §4] with changes
arising from the relative condition described in [GV2, §3.7]. Additional differences
in the case at hand arise from the deformation space of an (r-twisted) flag node
being an r-fold cover of the deformation space of the associated coarse flag node.
Proof. We prove the case of 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0 (with the other cases requiring few
modifications). Consider the universal morphism q :Mr →Mr×T that forgets all
data but the source and target families. This gives rise to the following distinguished
triangle of perfect obstruction theories whose dual is discussed more in 5.2.2
Feq // FeMr // q∗TeMr×T // Feq[1].
Here Feq is the pullback of the perfect relative obstruction theory originally given
by Behrend in [B] and extend to the relative stable maps case by [GV2].
In the simple fixed locus the target curves are not degenerated. Hence, there are
none of the complications which arise from admissibility conditions discussed in
[GV2, §2.8] and we have an isomorphism
q∗TeMr×T ∼= RpiF∗RHom
(
ΩpiF(
∑
iqi),OCF
)
.
For each flag node we have an e´tale gerbe γΘi : Θ → F which defines a sub-stack
corresponding to the r-twisted node ϑi : Θi ↪→ CF and corresponding sub-stacks of
the normalised components
ϑˇi : Θi ↪→ Cv and ϑˆi : Θi ↪→ Ci.
There is the following exact sequence (which is the C∗-equivariant and r-twisted
version of the clutching morphism from [Kn, Thm. 3.5]):
0 //
⊕
i ϑi∗
(
ϑˇ∗iΩ
e
piv ⊗ ϑˆ∗iΩepii
)
// ΩepiF(
∑
iqi)
// n∗Ωep˜i(
∑
iqˆi)
// 0.
Note that we have also tensored by OCF(
∑
iqi) and used the notation qˆi : F → C˜
for the morphisms corresponding to qi : F → CF. We can now analyse the fixed
and moving parts of q∗LeMr×T by applying the functor RpiF∗RHom(− ,OCF) to this
exact sequence and analysing the result.
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(i) Contribution from ϑi∗
(
ϑˇ∗iΩ
e
piv ⊗ ϑˆ∗iΩepii
)
:
Considering this term using Serre-Grothendieck duality for twisted curves gives
RpiF∗RHom
(
ϑi∗
(
ϑˇ∗iΩ
e
piv ⊗ ϑˆ∗iΩepii
)
, OCF
)
∼= RpiF∗RHom
(
ϑi∗
(
ϑˇ∗iΩ
e
piv ⊗ ϑˆ∗iΩepii
)⊗ ωpiF , ωpiF [1])[−1]
∼=
[
γΘi∗
(
ϑˇ∗iΩ
e
piv ⊗ ϑˆ∗iΩepii
)]∨
[−1].
Denote by E := ϑˇ∗iΩpiv ⊗ ϑˆ∗iΩpii the line bundle where the C∗-equivariant struc-
ture is forgotten. We claim that γΘi∗E is a line bundle on F. To see this note
that γΘi is relative dimension 0 so we only need to show that h
0 has constant
rank 1 for all fibres. For a geometric point • ↪→ F the local picture of CF at the
flag node is given by V := [U/µr], for U = SpecC[z, w]/zw with action of µr
given by (z, w) 7→ (ξrz, ξ−1r w). Then the local picture of E|• has local generator
dz ⊗ dw which is µr invariant so h0 has constant rank 1.
Since γΘi∗E is a line bundle on the C∗ fixed locus we have that
γΘi∗
(
ϑˇ∗iΩ
e
piv ⊗ ϑˆ∗iΩepii
) ∼= Vc ⊗ γΘi∗E
where Vc is a trivial bundle on F with C∗-weight c. We can calculate the weight
c by considering the geometric point • ↪→ F. The equivariant bundle has local
generator dz ⊗ dw giving that C∗ acts with weight (−rλi)−1. For (g, l) = (0, 1)
this term does not exist and for (g, l) = (0, 2) the weight is (−rλ1 + rλ2)−1.
Hence this contribution has no fixed part and taking the Euler class gives
e
([
γΘi∗
(
ϑˇ∗iΩ
e
piv ⊗ ϑˆ∗iΩepii
)]∨
[−1]
)
= e
(Vc ⊗ γΘi∗E) = e(γΘi∗E)− trλi .
To compute e
(
γΘi∗E
)
we observe that the local generator of the line bundle
E ∼= ϑˇ∗iOCv (−ϑˇi)⊗ ϑˆ∗iOCi(−ϑˆi) is µr invariant which gives E ∼= γΘi∗γΘi∗E . The
projection formula now gives
(γΘi∗E)⊗r ∼= γΘi∗(E⊗r) ∼= ϑˇ∗iOCv (−rϑˇi)⊗ ϑˆ∗iOCi(−rϑˆi) ∼= zˇ∗i Ωpiv ⊗ zˆ∗i Ωpii
where we have used the notation zˇi : F ↪→ Cv and zˆi : F ↪→ Ci for the morphisms
corresponding to zi : F ↪→ CF. Since zˆ∗i Ωpii is trivial as a bundle (as is the case
in [GP, §4]) we have e(γΘi∗E) = 1rψi. This vanishes for (g, l) = (0, 1), (0, 2).
(ii) Contribution from n∗Ωep˜i(
∑
iqˆi)
∼= ιv∗Ωepiv ⊕
⊕
i ιi∗Ω
e
pii(qˆi):
Considering this term using Serre-Grothendieck duality for twisted curves gives
RpiF∗RHom
(
n∗Ωep˜i(
∑
iqˆi), OCF
)
[1]
∼= RpiF∗RHom
(
n∗Ωep˜i(
∑
iqˆi)⊗ ωpiF , ωpiF [1]
)
∼= RpiF∗RHom
(
ιv∗
(
Ωepiv ⊗ ωpiv (
∑
iϑˇi)
)⊕⊕
i
ιi∗
(
Ωepii(qˆi)⊗ ωpii(ϑˆi)
)
, ωpiF [1]
)
∼=
[
Rpiv∗
(
Ωepiv (
∑
iϑˇi)⊗ ωpiv
)]∨ ⊕⊕
i
[
Rpii∗
(
Ωepii(ϑˆi + qˆi)⊗ ωpii
)]∨
Considering the direct summands individually gives:
(a) The term
[
Rpiv∗
(
Ωepiv (
∑
iϑˇi)⊗ωpiv
)]∨
[−1] ∼= Rpiv∗RHom
(
Ωepiv (
∑
iϑˇi), OCF
)
has C∗-weight 0 and was shown in [AJ, §2] and [ACV, §3] to be locally free
of rank 3g − 3 + l.
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(b) The term
[
Rpii∗
(
Ωepii(ϑˆi+qˆi)⊗ωpii
)]∨
[−1] is the pullback of a corresponding
bundle on M. Specifically, there is an isomorphism[
Rpii∗
(
Ωepii(ϑˆi + qˆi)⊗ ωpii
)]∨
[−1]
∼= [Rpii∗(Ωepii(zˆi + qˆi)⊗ ωpii)]∨[−1]
∼= (u ◦ v)∗[RpiG,i∗(ΩepiG,i(zˆG,i + qˆG,i)⊗ ωpiG,i)]∨[−1]
where we have label the morphisms and sheaves related to G using the by
adding G to the subscripts. This is the pullback of the bundle studied in
[GP, §4] and [GV2, §3.7]. We can use that analysis without change to show
that this term cancels with a term in part (iii) below.
(iii) Contribution from Feq:
There is an isomorphism Feq ∼= (u ◦ v)∗RpiG∗f∗G (ωlogP1 )∨. Hence we can use the
analysis for this term from [GP, §4] with the relative changes from [GV2, §3.7].
The desired result now follows once we employee the isomorphism of Hodge
bundles (u ◦ v)∗piG,v∗ωpiG,v ∼= b∗ρ∗ωρ discussed in 2.4.5 part (i).

3.3. Analysis of the Contributions Relative to ν.
3.3.1 (Description of Perfect Relative Obstruction Theory for ν). Consider the
following commutative diagram:
F CFpiFoo f // TotCFL
βF //
τF

CF
F CFpiFoo f
′
// TotCFLr
αF // CF
(13)
In this diagram αF, βF and τF are the morphisms from 1.4.5 pulled back to F from
M1/r. The morphisms f and f′ closed immersions defined by the universal sections
σ and σr respectively. Using this notation we have (as described in 5.3.4) that the
equivariant perfect relative obstruction theory for ν restricted to F is
Lj∗Feν = RpiF∗Lf∗TeτF .
3.3.2. Consider the morphism n : C˜ → CF (discussed in 2.3.2) normalising CF at
the distinguished nodes. This gives the distinguished triangle in Deb(CF)
OCF // n∗OC˜ //
⊕
i
(ϑi)∗OΘi // OCF [1]
where all C∗-linearisations are trivial. Now, taking the (derived) tensor product by
Lf∗TeτF and pushing forward via RpiF∗ we obtain the following distinguished triangle
Lj∗Feν // Fv ⊕
⊕
i
Fi //
⊕
i
FΘi // Lj∗Feν [1]
where, using the notation from 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we have
(i) Fv = Rpiv∗Lι∗vLf∗TeτF ,
(ii) Fi = Rpii∗Lι∗vLf∗TeτF ,
(iii) FΘi = R(γΘi)∗Lϑ∗iLf∗TeτF .
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Lemma 3.3.3. Let 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0 and let log refer to the un-twisted markings on
Cv corresponding to the flag nodes. There is a distinguished triangle in Deb(F):
Fv // V 1
r
⊗Rpiv∗Lv // V1 ⊗Rpiv∗ωlogpiv // Fv[1]
where Rpiv∗Lv and Rpiv∗ωlogpiv have trivial C∗-linearisations and Vc is a trivial bundle
on F with weight c.
Proof. Consider the following diagram which is a restriction of the diagram (13) to
Cv (with appropriately chosen labels):
F Cvpivoo fv // TotCvLv
βv //
τv

Cv
F Cvpivoo
f′v // TotCvLrv
αv // Cv
With this notation we have an isomorphism
Fv = Rpiv∗Lι∗vLf∗TeτF ∼= Rpiv∗Lf∗vTeτv
and the distinguished triangle of equivariant tangent complexes arising from τv
Lf∗vTeτv // f
∗
vTeβv // f
∗
vτ
∗
vTeαv // Lf
∗
vTeτv [1].
Since Cv is a C∗-fixed locus, any equivariant line bundle will be of the form E ⊗ Uc
where E is a line bundle with trivial C∗-linearisation and Uc is a trivial bundle on
Cv with weight c. Moreover, since F is also C∗-fixed we have Uc ∼= pi∗vVc where Vc
is a trivial bundle on F with weight c.
Forgetting the C∗-linearisations, f∗vTeβv and f
∗
vτ
∗
vTeαv correspond to the bundles Lv
and ωlogpiv respectively. Hence, we need to calculate the weight of the C
∗-linearisation.
We can calculate the weights by taking a geometric point in F given by
ζ =
(
C, f : C → P1, L, e : Lr ∼→ Rf , σ : OC → L
)
and considering the flag node of C where Cv meets a Ci. The weights must be the
same as the weighs of the corresponding sheaves at the orbifold point of Ci. This
has local picture given by V := [U/µr], for U = SpecC[z] where the action of µr is
given by z 7→ ξrz. Let Ψ be the local generator of (Lζ)|V with isomorphisms
Ψr C[z] ∼= dz
zrλi+1
C[z] ∼= Rf
∣∣
V
.(14)
Locally C∗ acts on V via z 7→ c− 1rλi z, so the C∗-action on the local generator is
c ·Ψ = c 1r Ψ. Locally, the total space morphism βv is given by
A→ A[Ψ]
Hence, we have the weight corresponding to βv is
1
r . Similarly we can calculate the
weight for αv to be 1. 
Corollary 3.3.4. In the case 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0, the fixed part of Fv is zero and the
moving part has equivariant Euler class
e
(F movv ) = c rt (b∗Rρ∗L) ( tr )m−g+1−l−
∑
ibλi/rc+
∑
i:r|λi 1
c 1
t
(
b∗ρ∗ωρ
)
tg−1+l
where cs is the Chern polynomial, b : F→M1/r,ag,l is from corollary 2.4.4 and where
ρ and L are the the universal curve and r-th root bundle for M1/r,ag,l .
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Proof. We take the equivariant Euler class of the distinguished triangle from lemma
3.3.3. We begin with the term V 1
r
⊗Rpiv∗Lv. As discussed in lemma 2.4.5 part (iii)
there is a distinguished triangle
b∗Rρ∗L // Rpiv∗Lv //
⊕
i: r|λi
OF // b∗Rρ∗L[1].
This gives that e(V 1
r
⊗Rpiv∗Lv) =
(
t
r
)∑
i: r|λi 1 e(V 1
r
⊗ b∗Rρ∗L). Now, using stan-
dard methods (for example [B, Prop. 5]) one can show Rρ∗L is quasi-isomorphic
to a two term sequence of bundles Rρ∗L ∼=
[
E0 −→ E1
]
in Db
(M1/r,ag,l ).
Pulling back and tensoring by V 1
r
gives a quasi-isomorphim in Deb(F)
V 1
r
⊗ b∗Rρ∗L ∼=
[V 1
r
⊗ F0 −→ V 1
r
⊗ F1
]
.
where we have defined Fn := b
∗En. Then taking the equivariant Euler class gives
e
(V 1
r
⊗ b∗Rρ∗L
)
=
∑rkF0
k=0
(
t
r
)rkF0−k
ck(F0)∑rkF1
k=0
(
t
r
)rkF1−k
ck(F1)
=
(
t
r
)rkF0−rkF1
c r
t
(b∗Rρ∗L).
The degree of L is m − l −∑i bλi/rc, hence we can calculate rkF0 − rkF1 using
Riemann-Roch for twisted curves.
The contribution from V 1
r
⊗Rpiv∗Lrv is calculated in a similar manner. We have a
distinguished triangle discussed in 2.4.5 part (ii)
b∗Rρ∗ωρ // Rpiv∗Lrv //
⊕
i
OF // b∗Rρ∗L[1].
However this case is simpler and it is well known that there is an isomorphism
Rρ∗ωρ ∼=
[
ρ∗ωρ → OM1/r,ag,l
]
where each term in the complex is a vector bundle.
The calculation now proceeds in the same way as the previous case. 
Lemma 3.3.5. The contributions from flag nodes have no fixed part.
(i) In the case g = 0 and l = 2, there is a single flag node and
e(FΘ) =
{
1
r , if r | λ1;
1
t , if r - λ1.
(ii) In the case 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0, the moving part has equivariant Euler class
e
(⊕
iFΘi
)
= t−l
(
t
r
)∑
i: r|λi 1 .
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of 3.3.3. Consider the case where we have
3g − 3 + l ≥ 0. There is the following diagram which is a restriction of (13) to Θi
(with appropriately chosen labels):
F Θi
γΘioo
fΘi // TotΘiϑ
∗
iL
βΘi //
τΘi
Θi
F Θi
γΘioo
f′Θi // TotΘiϑ
∗
iLr
αΘi // Θi
With this notation we have an isomorphism
FΘi = R(γΘi)∗Lϑ∗iLf∗TeτF ∼= R(γΘi)∗Lf∗ΘiTeτΘi
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and the canonical distinguished triangle on Θi arising from τΘi
Lf∗ΘiT
e
τΘi
// f∗ΘiT
e
βΘi
// f∗Θiτ
∗
Θi
TeαΘi
// Lf∗ΘiT
e
τΘi
[1].
Θi is a C∗-fixed locus (as in the proof of 3.3.3) and we have equivariant isomorphisms
R(γΘi)∗f
∗
ΘiT
e
βΘi
∼= Vc1 ⊗R(γΘi)∗ϑ∗iL and
R(γΘi)∗f
∗
Θiτ
∗
ΘiT
e
αΘi
∼= Vc2 ⊗R(γΘi)∗ϑ∗iLr
for some weights c1, c2 ∈ Q. The weights are calculated to be 1r and 1 respectively
by using the same method as the proof of 3.3.3 . The result follows from lemma
2.3.4 which shows the Chern polynomials are cs
(
R(γΘi)∗ϑ
∗
iLr
)
= 1 and
cs
(
R(γΘi)∗ϑ
∗
iL
)
=
{
1 if r|λi;
0 otherwise.
In the case (g, l) = (0, 2), the proof is the same except there is only one node
connecting two components where the stable map is non-constant. 
Lemma 3.3.6. The fixed part of Fi is zero. In the cases 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0 and
(g, l) = (0, 2) the moving part has equivariant Euler class
e
(F movi ) =
 ⌊λir ⌋!
λ
⌊
λi
r
⌋
i
t
⌊
λi
r
⌋( λi!
λλii
tλi
)−1
.
For (g, l) = (0, 1) the moving part contribution is the above formula multiplied by t.
Proof. Consider the following diagram which contains a restriction of the diagram
(13) to Ci (with appropriately chosen labels):
F Cipiioo fi // TotCiLi
βi //
τi

Ci
F Cipiioo
f′i // TotCiLri
αi // Ci
With this notation we have an isomorphism
Fi = Rpii∗Lι∗iLf∗TeτF ∼= Rpii∗Lf∗iTeτi
and the canonical distinguished triangle on F arising from τi:
Fi // Rpii∗f∗iTeβi // Rpii∗f′i
∗Teαi // Fi[1].
In lemma 2.4.6 it is shown that, after forgetting the C∗-linearisation, Rpii∗f∗iTeβi
and Rpii∗f′i
∗Teαi are trivial bundles. Hence we may calculate their weights by con-
sidering a geometric point in F.
Without loss of generality we consider a geometric point • ↪→ F with L|• = L. Then
we can form the following diagrams
•

P1[r]
poo

sb // TotP1[r]L
b //

P1[r]

F Cipiioo fi // TotCiLi
βi // Ci
•

P1[r]
poo

sa // TotP1[r]L
r a //

P1[r]

F Cipiioo
f′i // TotCiLri
αi // Ci
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by taking the left and right squares of each diagram to be cartesian. (Here P1[r] is
the standard notation for P1 with a r-orbifold point at 0.) These give isomorphisms(
Rpii∗f
∗
iTeβi
)∣∣
•
∼= Rp∗s∗bTeb and
(
Rpii∗f
∗
i τ
∗
i Teαi
)∣∣
•
∼= Rp∗s∗aTea.
We also have a natural morphism γ∗γ∗L → L which induces a morphism on the
total spaces h : TotP1[r]L → TotP1[r]γ∗γ∗L as well as inducing an isomorphism on
global sections H0(P1[r], γ∗γ∗L) ∼= H0(P1[r], L). Hence there exist a commuting
diagram of the following form:
TotP1[r]L
b

TotP1[r]γ
∗γ∗L
b′

h
oo
P1[r]
sb
TT
P1[r]
sb′
TT
The morphism h, of the total spaces, induces the following distinguished triangle
Rp∗s∗b′Teh // Rp∗s∗b′Teb′ // Rp∗s∗bTeb // Rp∗s∗b′Teh[1].
After forgetting the C∗-linearisation the morphism Rp∗s∗b′Teb′ → Rp∗s∗bTeb becomes
the isomorphism H0(P1[r], γ∗γ∗L) ∼= H0(P1[r], L) which shows that Rp∗s∗b′Th ∼= 0.
So we must have Rp∗s∗b′Teh ∼= 0, showing Rp∗s∗b′Teb′ → Rp∗s∗bTeb is an isomorphism.
In the cases 3g− 3 + l ≥ 0 and (g, l) = (0, 2), consider the morphism γ : P1[r]→ P1
forgetting the stack structure. We can form the following diagrams where the top
squares are cartesian:
TotP1[r]γ
∗γ∗L //
b′

TotP1OP1
(⌊
λi
r
⌋)
b′

P1[r]
γ //
p

sb′
TT
P1
p

sb′
TT
• •
TotP1[r]L
r //
a

TotP1OP1(λi)
a

P1[r]
γ //
p

sa
TT
P1
p

sa
UU
• •
Since γ is flat we have isomorphisms Teb′ ∼= γ∗Teb′ and Tea ∼= γ∗Tea. Furthermore
these induce isomorphisms(
Rpii∗f
∗
iTeβi
)∣∣
•
∼= Rp∗s∗b′Teb′ and
(
Rpii∗f
∗
i τ
∗
i Teαi
)∣∣
•
∼= Rp∗s∗aTea.
Here, C∗ acts on P1 by c · [x0 : x1] = [x0 : c1/λix1]. Hence we have:
(i) Rp∗s
∗
b′Teb′ is the sum of trivial bundles with weights 0,
t
λi
, 2 tλi , . . . ,
⌊
λi
r
⌋
t
λi
.
(ii) Rp∗s
∗
aTea is the sum of trivial bundles with weights 0,
t
λi
, 2 tλi , . . . , λi
t
λi
.
Taking equivariant Euler classes of the parts with non-zero weights completes the
proof for the moving parts. The case (g, l) = (0, 1) is the same except the bundles
OP1
(⌊
λi
r
⌋)
and OP1(λi) and replaced with OP1
(⌊
λi−1
r
⌋)
and OP1(λi − 1).
Lastly, the restriction of the morphism Rpii∗f∗iTeβi −→ Rpii∗f∗i τ ∗i Teαi to the weight
zero part is a nowhere-zero morphism between trivial bundles. Hence it is an
isomorphism. The desired result now follows by taking equivariant Euler classes.

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3.4. Results from the Analysis of the Fixed and Moving Parts.
Corollary 3.4.1. The restriction Lj∗FM1/r has fixed part(
Lj∗FM1/r
)fix ∼= TeF ∼= (ΩF)∨
which is locally free. Moreover, setting NvirF := (Lj
∗FM1/r )mov we have
(i) If g = 0 and l = 1 then
1
e
(
NvirF
) = r−1 ( tr )−m
λ1 (λ1r )bλ1r c⌊
λ1
r
⌋
!
 1
λ21
.
(ii) If g = 0 and l = 2 then
1
e
(
NvirF
) = ( tr )−m
 2∏
i=1
λi
(
λi
r
)⌊λi
r
⌋
⌊
λi
r
⌋
!
 1
(λ1 + λ2)
.
(iii) If 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0 then
1
e
(
NvirF
) = rl+2g−2 ( tr )3g−3+l−m
 l∏
i=1
λi
(
λi
r
)⌊λi
r
⌋
⌊
λi
r
⌋
!
 c rt (−b∗Rρ∗L)∏l
i=1(1− λir ψi)
.
where cs is the Chern polynomial, b : F →M1/r,ag,l is from corollary 2.4.4,
while ρ and L are the the universal curve and r-th root bundle for M1/r,ag,l .
Proof. Take the distinguished triangle of perfect obstruction theories from corollary
5.4.4. Restricting to F and taking either either the fixed or the moving part gives(
Lj∗Feν
)f.m. // (Lj∗FeM1/r)f.m. // (Lj∗Lν∗FeMr)f.m. // (Lj∗Feν)f.m.[1].
We have from lemmas 3.3.3, 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 that (Lj∗Feν)fix ∼= 0. So we have an
isomorphim (Lj∗FeM1/r )
fix ∼= (Lj∗Lν∗FMr )fix which is shown to be locally free
in lemma 3.2.1. So, by theorem 3.1.1 the fixed part (Lj∗Lν∗FMr )fix is a perfect
obstruction theory for F. The isomorphism (Lj∗FM1/r )fix ∼= (ΩF)∨ follows from
[BF, Prop. 5.5].
Taking the moving part of the above distinguished triangle and using the notation
from 3.3.2 we have
1
e
(
NvirF
) = 1
e
((
Lj∗Lν∗FM
)mov)
e
((
Lj∗Fν
)mov)
=
∏
i e
(
F movΘi
)
e
((
Lj∗Lν∗FM
)mov)
e
(
F movv
)∏
i e
(
F movi
) .
These contributions are calculated in lemmas 3.2.1, 3.3.5, 3.3.6 and corollary 3.3.4.
In the cases where 3g − 3 + l < 0 we have used:
For (g, l) = (0, 1): m = 1r (λ1 − 1) =
⌊
λ1
r
⌋
.
For (g, l) = (0, 2): m = 1r (λ1 + λ2) =
{ ⌊
λ1
r
⌋
+
⌊
λ2
r
⌋
, if r | λ1;
1 +
⌊
λ1
r
⌋
+
⌊
λ2
r
⌋
, if r - λ1.
In the cases where 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0 we have used the fact that
cs
(
(ρ∗ωρ)∨
)
cs
(
ρ∗ωρ
)
= 1,
a proof of which can be found in [ACG, Prop. 5.16]. 
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Corollary 3.4.2. The morphism of simple fixed loci v : F → Gr which forgets the
r-th root section is e´tale.
Proof. Consider the morphism of equivariant cotangent complexes TeF → v∗TeGr
arising from v : F → Gr. Taking the fixed part gives a morphism TeF → (v∗TeGr )fix.
Applying this to the morphism of perfect obstruction theories from corollary 5.4.4
gives the left square in the following commuting diagram:
TeF //
u1 
(
v∗TeGr
)fix
u2 
// v∗TeGr
u3 (
Lj∗FeM1/r
)fix v1 // (v∗L(kr)∗FeMr)fix v2 // v∗(L(kr)∗FeMr)fix
The right square arises from the analysis of Lj∗Lν∗FeMr ∼= v∗L(kr)∗FeMr from
lemma 3.2.1 which also holds for the fixed part of L(kr)
∗EeMr . Indeed, this gives
an isomorphism
v2 :
(
v∗L(kr)∗FeMr
)fix ∼−→ v∗(L(kr)∗FeMr)fix
Now, using both corollary 3.4.1 and [BF, Prop 5.5] we have that F and Gr are
smooth. Hence, u1 and u3 are isomorphisms. Moreover, corollary 3.4.1 shows that
v1 is an isomorphism, showing that TeF → v∗TeGr is an isomorphism. 
4. Proving Theorem C - The r-ELSV formula
4.1. Choice of Equivariant Lift. We use arguments based on [FP, §4.2].
4.1.1. Recall the branch-type morphism from [Le1] discussed earlier in 1.4.9. It is
a morphism of stacks
br :M 1r −→ SymmP1
commuting with the branch morphism of [FP] via the diagram
M 1r br //

SymmP1
∆
M br // SymrmP1
where ∆ is defined by
∑
i xi 7→
∑
i rxi. We make the identification Sym
mP1 ∼= Pm
and extend the C∗-action so that br is equivariant with C∗ acting on Pm via
c · [y0 : y1 : · · · : ym] = [y0 : cy1 : · · · : cmym].
4.1.2. Let H be the hyperplane class in Pm. Then, with the identification in 4.1.1
the class of a point in SymmP1 corresponds to the class c1(O(H))m. Hence, after
a choice of equivariant lift for O(H), we may apply the localisation formula to the
integral: ∫
[
M 1r
]vir br∗(c1(O(H))m).
4.1.3. Let y0, . . . , ym be projective coordinates on Pm and define the point hn ∈ Pm
by the ideal 〈{y0, . . . , ym} \ {yn}〉
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Then we have hn ∈ (Pm)C∗ and corresponds to the point [(m− k) · (0) + k · (∞)] in
SymmP1. Moreover we know from the discussion in 2.2.1 that
br
((M 1r )C∗) ⊆ {h0, . . . , hm}.
Denote by Hn the unique C∗-linearisation of O(H) having weight 0 at hn. We
apply the localisation formula to∫
[
M 1r
]vir br∗
(
m∏
n=1
c1(Hn)
)
.
Remark 4.1.4. Different choices of the C∗-linearisations of O(H) will lead to dif-
ferent equivariant integrands. However, they will all have the same non-equivariant
limit so we follow [FP, §4.2] and choose the equivariant lift with the simplest local-
isation.
4.2. Application of the Localisation Formula.
4.2.1. Recall from 2.2.1 that the fixed loci is decomposed as(M 1r )C∗ = F unionsq⊔mn=1F̂n
where F := (M 1r )C∗ ∩ br−1(h0) and F̂n := (M 1r )C∗ ∩ br−1(hn).
Lemma 4.2.2. Using the linearisations in 4.1.3 we have
(i)
[
F̂n
]vir ∩ br∗(∏mn=1 c1(Hn)) = 0
(ii)
[
F
]vir ∩ br∗(∏mn=1 c1(Hn)) = [ F ]vir ·m!tm
Proof. For both, the proof is the same as that in [FP, §4.2]. For part 1 we have that
br∗Hn restricted to F̂n is the trivial bundle with trivial linearisation (i.e weight 0).
Hence, the given intersection vanishes. For part 2 we have that br∗Hn restricted
to F is the trivial bundle with weight n. 
Corollary 4.2.3 (Theorem C). When 3g − 3 + l ≥ 0 there is an equality:∫
[
M 1r
]vir br∗[p1+· · ·+pm] = m! rm+l+2g−2
 l∏
i=1
(
λi
r
)bλir c
bλir c!
 ∫
M
1
r
,a
g,l
c(−Rρ∗L)∏l
j=1(1− λir ψj)
where ρ and L are the universal curve and r-th root ofM
1
r ,a
g,l , while a = (a1, . . . , al)
is a vector with ai ∈ {0, . . . , r−1} defined by λi =
⌊
λi
r
⌋
r+(r−1−ai) and l = l(λ).
In the special cases where 3g − 3 + l < 0 we interpret this formula by defining:
(i)
∫
M
1
r
,a
0,1
c(−Rρ∗L)
(1− λ1r ψ1)
=
1
λ21
, when r|(λ1 − 1) and 0 otherwise,
(ii)
∫
M
1
r
,a
0,2
c(−Rρ∗L)∏2
j=1(1− λjr ψj)
=
1
λ1 + λ2
, when r|(λ1 + λ2) and 0 otherwise.
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Proof. Considering the equivariant intersection with lifts from 4.1.3 we have∫
[
M 1r
]vir br∗
(
m∏
n=1
c1(Hn)
)
=
[
F
]vir ∩ m! tm
e
(
NvirF
)
from lemma 4.2.2. For 3g−3+l ≥ 0 we apply corollary 3.4.1 to show the intersection
is equal to
m! rm+l+2g−2
 l∏
i=1
λi
(
λi
r
)bλir c
bλir c!
([F] ∩ b∗ ( tr )3g−3+l c rt ([Rρ∗L]∨)∏l
i=1
(
1− ( rt ) λir c1(σ∗i ωρ))
)
where b : F → M
1
r ,a
g,l(λ) is the degree (λ1 · · ·λl)−1 morphism defined in lemma
2.4.4. The desired result follows from pushing forward via b and taking the non-
equivariant limit. For 3g−3+l < 0 we apply the special cases of corollary 3.4.1. 
5. Proving Theorem A - Equivariant Perfect Obstruction Theory
Notation Conventions for Main Spaces: We will use the following simplifying
notation for the key spaces:
(i) M :=Mg(X,λ) from definition 1.1.2 with pi : C →M the universal curve.
(ii) Mr := Mrg(X,λ) from definition 1.4.1 with pir : Cr → Mr the universal
(r-twisted) curve.
(iii) M1/r := M1/rg (X,λ) from definition 1.4.7 with pi1/r : C1/r → M1/r the
universal (r-twisted) curve.
(iv) M := Mg,l and M
r := Mrg,l from defintion 1.2.1.
The natural forgetful morphisms are denoted by
M 1r ν //Mr υ //M.
We will also denote by R, L and δ : OC → R the bundles and morphism on C1/r
pulled back from Cr. Lastly, σ : OC → L is the morphism pulled back from Totpi∗L.
5.1. Background on Equivariant Perfect Obstruction Theories.
5.1.1 (Equivariant Cotangent Complex ). For a stack X with a C∗-action we denote
the derived category of equivariant coherent sheaves by Deb(X ). For an equivariant
morphism η : X → Y there is an equivariant cotangent complex Leη ∈ Deb(X )
(originally defined by Illusie in [I, Ch. VII 2.2]) with the following properties:
(i) Without the C∗-linearisation, Leη is the cotangent complex Lη ∈ Db(X ).
(ii) If the following is a commuting diagram of equivariant morphisms
X η //
ζ 
Y
ζ′
W η
′
// Z
then there is a natural morphism Lη∗Leζ′ → Leζ in Deb(X ) which is an
isomorphism when the diagram is cartesian and one of ζ′ or η′ is flat.
Moreover, after forgetting the C∗-linearisations this morphism is the nat-
ural morphism Lη∗Lζ′ → Lζ in Db(X ).
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(iii) The equivariant cotangent complex is compatible with composition. That
is, if the following is a commuting diagram of equivariant morphisms
X η //
ζ 
Y
ζ′
κ // U
ζ′′
W η
′
// Z κ′ // V
then there is the following commuting diagram in Deb(X ):
L(κ ◦ η)∗Leζ′′ //
((
Leζ
Lη∗Leζ′
;;
(iv) If η : X → Y and ζ : Y → Z are equivariant morphisms then there is a
distinguished triangle in Deb(X ) given by
Lη∗Leζ // Leζ◦η // Leη // Lg∗Leζ [1].
Again, after forgetting the C∗-linearisations this is the usual distinguished
triangle of the cotangent complex.
5.1.2. If we have commuting diagrams of equivariant morphisms
X η //
ζ 
Y
ζ′
Y
W η
′
// Z // •
and
X
ζ 
X

η // Y
W // • •
then we can use the properties of 5.1.1 to show there is the following commuting
diagram of morphisms in Deb(X ):
Lη∗LeY //

Lη∗Leζ′

LeX // Leζ
Definition 5.1.3 (Equivariant Perfect Obstruction Theory, [GP]). Let η : X → Y
be an equivariant morphism of stacks. An equivariant perfect obstruction theory
for η is a morphism
φeη : Eeη −→ Leη
in Deb(X ) such that the associated morphism φη : Eη −→ Lη in Db(X ) (constructed
by forgetting the C∗-linearisations) is a perfect obstruction theory for η.
5.2. Equivariant Perfect Obstruction Theory For M.
5.2.1 (Equivariant Perfect Relative Obstruction Theory for q). Denote the mor-
phisms which forget all data but the source and target families by
p :M→M× T and q :Mr →Mr × T
where p is discussed more in 1.1.3. These morphism fit in the diagram
Mr //
q

M˜ //

M
p

Mr × T Mr × T //M× T
(15)
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where M˜ :=M×(M×T ) (Mr ×T ). We note that the morphism Mr ×T →M×T
is flat and the morphism Mr → M˜ is e´tale (as described in [Le1, Lem. 2.1.2]).
We give M × T and Mr × T the trivial C∗-action (as discussed in 2.1.3) which
makes every morphism in the diagram of (15) a C∗-equivariant morphism. There
is an equivariant perfect relative obstruction theory φep : Eep → Lep for p constructed
in [Li2, GV2]. This pulls back via the top row of (15) to give an equivariant perfect
relative obstruction theory φeq : Eeq → Leq for q.
5.2.2 (Equivariant Perfect Obstruction Theory for Mr). Using the properties of
the equivariant cotangent complex given in 5.1.1 and the construction of 5.2.1 with
[GV2, §2.8] there is a natural equivariant perfect obstruction theory for Mr which
fits into the following commuting diagram with distinguished triangles for rows:
q∗LeMr×T // EeMr //
φeMr
Eeq
φeq

// q∗LeMr×T [1]
q∗LeMr×T // LeMr // Leq // q∗LeMr×T [1]
(16)
Moreover, this construction gives the following commutative diagram relating EeM
and EeMr via the natural forgetful morphism υ :Mr →M:
υ∗EeM //

υ∗φeM
EeMr //
φeMr
Leυ // υ∗EeM[1]
υ∗φeM[1]
υ∗LeM // LeMr // Leυ // υ∗LeM[1]
(17)
5.3. Equivariant Perfect Relative Obstruction Theory for ν.
5.3.1 (Equivariant Perfect Relative Obstruction Theories for Total Spaces). Let F
be a line bundle on Cr and recall the spaces Totpi∗F and TotF from definition
1.4.3. If ψ : CTotpi∗F → Totpi∗F is the universal curve for Totpi∗F , then there is a
natural evaluation morphism e : CTotpi∗F → TotF defined by
e :
(
ζ, σ : OC −→ Fζ
)
7−→
(
ζ, γΘ∗ϑ
∗σ : OS −→ γΘ∗ϑ∗Fζ
)
which leads to the following commutative diagram where the left square is cartesian
and all morphisms are equivariant:
Totpi∗F
ε

CTotpi∗F
ψoo e //
ε̂
TotF
εˇ
Mr Cr
pi
oo Cr
(18)
Since ψ is Gorenstein and Deligne-Mumford-type, there is a natural equivariant
morphism arising from Grothendieck duality for Deligne-Mumford stacks
Rψ∗(ψ∗Leε ⊗ ωψ)[1] −→ Leε.
Combining this with the inverse of the isomorphism ψ∗Leε
∼→ Leε̂ (arising from pi
being flat) and the morphism Le∗Leεˇ → Leε̂ gives the following morphism in Deb(Mr)
Rψ∗(Le∗Leεˇ ⊗ ωψ)[1] −→ Leε.
We denote this morphism by φeε : Eeε → Leε. The associated morphism φε in Db(Mr)
was shown to be a perfect relative obstruction theory for ε in [CL, Prop. 2.5].
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5.3.2 (Equivariant Relative Obstruction Theory for τ ). Consider the following dia-
gram of equivariant morphisms by combining the r-th power maps from 1.4.5 with
the construction in 5.3.1:
Totpi∗Lr CTotpi∗Lr TotLr
Mr Cr Cr
Totpi∗L CTotpi∗L TotL
Mr Cr Cr
ψ e
pir
β β̂
βˇ
ϕ e′
pir
α
α̂ αˇ
τ τ̂ τˇ
(19)
Here τ and τˇ are the r-th power maps from 1.4.5, e and e′ are the evaluatation maps
of 5.3.1. The morphisms ϕ, ψ, α̂, β̂ and τ̂ are all defined by taking appropriate
cartesian diagrams
As in 5.3.1 we have two natural morphisms
Rψ∗(ψ∗Leτ ⊗ ωψ)[1] −→ Leτ and Le∗Leτˇ −→ Leτ̂ ∼= ψ∗Leτ .
which combine to obtain a morphism in Deb(Mr) of the form
φeτ : Rψ∗(Le
∗Leτˇ ⊗ ωψ)[1] −→ Leτ .
The morphism φeτ fits into the following commutative diagram with distinguished
triangles as rows:
Lτ ∗Eeα //
Lτ∗φeα

Eeβ
φeβ

// Eeτ
φeτ

// Lτ ∗Eeα[1]
Lτ∗φeα[1]

Lτ ∗Leα // Leβ // Leτ // Lτ ∗Leα[1]
(20)
Moreover, it was shown in [Le1, Lemma 4.1.1] that the associated morphism φeτ in
Db(Mr) is a relative obstruction theory.
5.3.3 (Equivariant Perfect Relative Obstruction Theory for ν). Recall the following
diagram of equivariant morphisms (9) from definition 1.4.7:
M 1r i //
ν

Totpi∗L
τ

Mr
i′
// Totpi∗Lr
(21)
There is a natural morphism Li∗Leτ → Leν in Deb(M1/r) which gives rise to the
following diagram defining the morphism φeν : Eeν → Leν :
Li∗Eeτ
Li∗φeτ // Li∗Leτ

Eeν
φeν // Leν
(22)
It was shown in [Le1, Thm. 4.1.4] that the associated morphism φν : Eν → Lν is
a perfect relative obstruction theory.
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5.3.4 (Alternative Description for the Equivariant Perfect Relative Obstruction
Theory for ν). The equivariant perfect relative obstruction theory for ν from 5.3.3
can also be constructed by considering the following commutative diagram:
M 1r C 1rpi
1
roo f̂ // TotC 1r L
β
1
r //
τ
1
r

C 1r
M 1r C 1rpi
1
roo f̂
′
// TotC 1r L
r α
1
r // C 1r
(23)
In this diagram α1/r, β1/r and τ 1/r are the morphisms from 1.4.5 pulled back to
M1/r fromMr. The morphisms f̂ and f̂′ closed immersions defined by the universal
sections σ and σr respectively. Using this notation
Eeν = Rpi
1
r∗ (L̂f∗Te
τ
1
r
⊗ ω
pi
1
r
)[1]
(or Feν = Rpi
1/r
∗ L̂f∗Teτ1/r in the (derived) dual language of 3). This was shown
for the non-equivariant case in [Le1, Lem. 4.1.2] and those methods extend to the
equivariant case.
5.4. Perfect Obstruction Theory for M1/r.
5.4.1. Using the notation of (19) and (21) there is the following commuting diagram
Li′∗α∗LeMr //
∼= ))
Li′∗LeTotpi∗Lr

LeMr
in Deb(M) which arises from the properties of the equivariant cotangent complex
given in 5.1.1. The isomorphism follows from α ◦ i′∗ = idMr . We can extend this
diagram to the following diagram with distinguished triangles as rows:
Li′∗α∗LeMr //
∼=

Li′∗LeTotpi∗Lr

// Li′∗Leα

// Li′∗α∗LeMr [1]
∼=

LeMr LeMr // 0 // LeMr [1]
(24)
This shows that the pullback by Li′∗ of the natural morphism Leα → α∗LeMr [1] is
the zero morphism in Deb(Mr).
Lemma 5.4.2. There exists a commuting diagram in Deb(M1/r) of the form
Li∗Eeτ [−1] //
Li∗φeτ [−1]

E

// Lν∗EeMr
Lν∗φeMr

Li∗Leτ [−1]
v1 // Lν∗Li′∗LeTotpi∗Lr
v2 // Lν∗LeMr
where E ∈ Deb(M1/r), v1 is the pullback by Li∗ of the (shifted) connecting morphism
Leτ [−1] → Lτ ∗LeTotpi∗Lr arising from the cotangent complex distinguished triangle
for τ and v2 is the pullback by Lν
∗ of the canonical morphism Li′∗LeTotpi∗Lr → LeMr
arising from i′.
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Proof. We have the following two diagrams
Eeτ [−1] //
φeτ [−1]

Lτ ∗Eeα
Lτ∗φeα

Leτ [−1] // Lτ ∗Leα
Li′∗Eeα
0 //
Li′∗φeα

Li′∗α∗EeMr [1]
Li′∗φeMr [1]

Li′∗Leα
0 // Li′∗α∗LeMr [1]
where the left comes from (20) and the 0 in the bottom of the right diagram comes
from the comment following (24). We pull back the left by Li∗ and the right by
Lν∗ to get the following diagram:
Li∗Leτ [−1] Lν∗Li′∗Leα 0
0 Lν∗Li′∗α∗LeMr [1] Lν∗LeMr [1]
Li∗Eeτ [−1] Lν∗Li′∗Eeα 0
0 Lν∗Li′∗α∗EeMr [1] Lν∗EeMr [1]
∼=
0
∼=
0
The desired diagram (shifted by 1) is constructed by taking the cone of the vertical
morphisms. 
Remark 5.4.3. All the discussion and results in section 5 of this article still hold if
we replace P1 with a smooth curve X and drop the word equivariant. In particular
this is true for theorem A. We have have used P1 and the equivariant language to
be consistent with the other sections of the article.
Corollary 5.4.4 (Theorem A). There is perfect a perfect obstruction theory
φeM 1r : E
e
M 1r −→ L
e
M 1r
fitting into the following commutative diagram with distinguished triangles as rows:
Lν∗EeMr //
Lν∗φeMr

Ee
M 1r
φeM1/r

// Eeν
φeν

// Lν∗EeMr [1]
Lν∗φeMr [1]

Lν∗LeMr // LeM 1r
// Leν // Lν∗LeMr [1]
Proof. We have the following commutative diagrams
Li∗Eτ
Li∗φτ // Li∗Lτ

Eν
φν // Lν
Li∗Lτ [−1]

// Li∗Lτ ∗LTotpi∗Lr

Lν [−1] // Lν∗LMr
where the left comes from (22). The right comes from taking the cone of the
diagram in 5.1.2 when the construction is applied to square (21). Note that the top
and right morphisms of the right diagram are the bottom morphisms from lemma
5.4.2. So, combining these with the diagram from lemma 5.4.2 gives the following
commuting diagram (which defines the dashed line):
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Li∗Lτ [−1] Li∗Lτ ∗LTotpi∗Lr
Lν [−1] Lν∗LMr
Li∗Eτ [−1] E
Eν [−1] Lν∗EMr
The desired morphism and diagram comes from taking the cones of the horizontal
arrows in the bottom square.
To see that the associated object φM1/r in Db(M1/r) is a perfect obstruction theory
for M1/r we recall from 5.2.2 and 5.3.3 that φMr and φν are perfect obstruction
theories. We have that Eν [−1] is perfect in [0, 1] and EMr is perfect in [−1, 0]
so the cone Cone(Eν [−1] → EMr ) is perfect in [−1, 0]. To see that φM1/r is an
obstruction theory we consider the following long exact sequence of the cohomology
of the cones:
H-1(cone(ν∗φMr )) // H-1(cone(φM1/r )) // H-1(cone(φν))
// H0(cone(ν∗φMr )) // H0(cone(φM1/r )) // H0(cone(φν)).
Which shows that H-1(cone(φM1/r )) = H0(cone(φM1/r )) = 0 and making φM1/r
an obstruction theory for M1/r. 
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